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Speaker for June 20th, 2021
Anya Petrovic
- Tesla Metamorphosis Anya Petrovic, the founder of Tesla Metamorphosis, internationally recognised
teacher, healer and author, will give a presentation with live demonstrations of healing.
Tesla Metamorphosis® is a healing modality
which attracts great interest because of miraculous healing results, the effect of Tesla
Waves on the evolution of human consciousness, and some idiosyncratic phenomena connected to this
work.
Tesla Waves are unique to this profound healing modality. Participants will be able to learn how they, also, can harness the power that
the legendary inventor, Nikola Tesla, worked with.
In the quest to understand miracles, Anya’s book ‘Tesla Metamorphosis: Heal and Evolve’ reveals new knowledge. The answers are found in
pioneering scientific research, and also in ancient wisdom, merging
science and spirituality. The subject of this book is expanded to understanding the holistic medicine in general. The spirit of Nikola
Tesla is imbued throughout this book, giving it a new dimension.
Book signing is available after the presentation.
Anya explains: “This story is real. I live this story. It awakened a curious
child in me again. This all started like a fairy tale, the fairy tale which
was later scientifically confirmed.”
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From the Editor

read an interesting book called ‘Becoming Wild’ by Carl Safina. The
author studied the chimpanzees that live on the north side of the Congo River, in Africa. He says that virtually all the problems chimps create
for themselves are caused by male aggression driven by male obsession
with male status. Caught in a social web of ambition, forced respect, coercion, inter-group conflict, and episodic violence within their own community, chimps are their own worst enemies. That does sound a little
familiar.
The author also studied the bonobos who live on the south side of the
Congo river. In bonobo society, the highest-ranking individual is always
a female. By contrast, chimpanzee males form alliances to win aggressive,
often violent contests for dominance. Bonobo females form alliances to
keep male aggression in check, pre-empting violence. Among bonobos
fighting is rare; murder is unheard of. Bonobo females achieve status as
they simply age into high rank through seniority.
Human and chimpanzee DNA is about 98 percent similar. Chimpanzees
and bonobos share more than 99 percent of their DNA. Yet socially, they
differ fundamentally.
The bonobos’ emphasis on creating and maintaining the peace in bonobo
society surpasses both chimpanzees’ and humans’. In the bonobo brain,
the areas that perceive distress in other individuals and those that dampen aggressive impulses are enlarged. “The bonobo may well have the most
empathic brain of all hominids, including us,” writes scientist Frans de
Waal.
Of course the difference is that we have more choice than either the
chimps and the bonobos. We have the ability to transform and strive to
become a better people, to be more conscious, and have more empathy
for others. This in turn gets embedded in our DNA and passed onto our
descendants. There is a lot there to think about.
Until next time, 								François
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Blue Mountains Dowsers News

he next meeting of the Blue Mountains Dowsers is scheduled for
Sunday 4th July, 2021, 2:00 pm at the Mavis Wood Hall, Mid
Mountains Community Centre, 9 New Street, Lawson.
Below is the presenter.

The Unknown History of Australia’s Relict Hominins
- With Rex Gilroy Rex Gilroy, is known Australia-wide as the
‘Yowie Man’ for his over 55 years research
into these primitive relict hominins. Rex is
the ‘father’ of both Yowie and mystery animal [i.e. Cryptozoology] research in Australia.
He also has evidence of the Australian ‘lost’
megalithic civilisation of Uru with its temples, stone circles, stone alignments and deity heads.
This includes evidence of ancient Old and New World civilisation
Australian contacts, which will feature pyramids and relics, including recent evidence of 3,000 years old Celto-Phoenician and Swedish Viking contacts with this land.
Rex will introduce us to his work with a Powerpoint presentation. It
will begin with evidence for a pre-Aboriginal ‘Old Stone-Age’ past.
Fossil skull evidence for Australopithecines and Homo erectus in
Australia, and fossil footprints, including those of giants, together
with their stone ‘megatools’ will be presented.
Rex is certain that this ‘not politically correct’ talk will fascinate all
open-minded people who come to see what they have to reveal about
our ‘hidden’ past.
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Dowsing and the Power of Intention
By Diane Marcotte
Reprint from Canadian Society of Dowsers website, 2007

O

ur birch tree was showing severe
signs of stress. It appeared our beloved tree was infested with bronze birch
borers which start at the top of the tree
and eat their way down.
Once a tree is infested, there is little to be
done and death of the tree results. Not
willing to accept this, I decided to dowse
for a solution.
I had seen in an issue of the CSD journal
an advertisement for ‘Tree Pipes’ These
small pipes, about 4 or 5 inches long with
a diameter of about 1 inch, were to be buried next to a tree that was in
need of healing. Although I don’t usually use a man-made object for
‘holding my intent’ (preferring a rock or even writing out my intent on a
slip of paper), I decided to order one.
My intent in regards to our birch was that it be able to reject any further
onslaught of the bronze birch borer. I believe that the future is not yet
written and that there are many probable futures with each one occurring in different probable universes. It was my desire that the probable
future where my tree lives for another few years would be in the universe
I inhabit! I like to use my bobber for this type of work.
The movement of the bobber is an indicator of how well my intention is
being infused into the tree pipe (by observing the strength of the circular
movements) and of how long I need to continue. (The bobber will slow
down and stop when the process is complete.)
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When it was time to bury the tree pipe, a few questions came to mind.
Where do I bury it? How deep do I bury it? What is the most beneficial
orientation? More dowsing was in order. Starting at my front door with
L-rods in hand, I asked for direction to the spot where it would be most
beneficial to bury the tree pipe.
The rods brought me to a spot about 6 feet to the right of the tree as seen
from the street. Now it was time for my pendulum. Although I don’t remember just how deep I buried it, my standard protocol would be along
the lines of “Five inches or more?”
If I got a “Yes”, then my next question would be “Ten inches or more?” If
I got a “No”, then I would have called off the inches one by one starting
at five and progressing towards nine until my pendulum changed its
swing from its searching position to my “Yes” position.
Now, one last thing to consider: how do I orient the tree pipe? Using my
pendulum again, I would have gone through all the possible positions.
Vertical to the ground? Horizontal to the ground? Facing north, north
east, etc.? Using a small trowel, I dug the hole and placed the tree pipe as
determined by my dowsing.
All that remained to be done was to give thanks – confident that my intention was clear and that I could now leave it in the hands of spirit. Our
tree not only lived, but thrived – albeit slightly bedraggled – for another
4 years until the summer of 2011. In the spring of 2010, an off-shoot
near the tree sprang up which survived the following winter. Was this little sapling healthy enough to replace our existing birch?
The answer seemed to be “Yes”, so with a heavy heart we hired a young
chap to draw up a plan for new plant beds and to cut down our beloved
birch tree. He moved the stump carefully so as not to disturb the young
sapling. The soil was made ready for new plants and our front garden was
revitalised. I named the new little sapling ‘Sunshine’.
Page 6
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One day shortly afterward as I was admiring the garden I realised that, in
all the digging we had done preparing the soil and installing the new
plants, the tree pipe had not been found. Thinking back to that day five
years ago I realized just where the tree pipe is buried – directly beneath
‘Sunshine!’
Does intention work? You bet it does! Can dowsing strengthen the power of intention? Oh yes! It seems I had found not only the spot that
would best hold my ‘intention’ but also the best spot for our stressed mature tree to sprout forth anew. Verification of our dowsing can come
when we least expect it, bringing a little sunshine into our lives.
Copyright Diane Marcotte 2014. Diane has been dowsing since 1997 and
was a Board member of the Canadian Society of Dowsers from 2001 to
2003. She taught dowsing to individuals and groups and could be reached at
dianemarcotte@thehealingspectrum.com

A Note From Raymon

H

owdy Folks,

This month let’s think about how
we think, talk and listen.
Einstein is credited to have said. “Energy
follows thought”. These 3 words have
helped me to understand why many people have bad luck. They create it.
Some of the dis-empowering phrases heard over the years are as follows;
• If it weren’t for bad luck, I wouldn’t have any luck at all.
• When things are going well~~something bad is about to happen. OR
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this is just the calm before the storm.
• I’m always a day late and dollar short.
• There has always been a hole in my prosperity bucket. Every time I
save a dollar, there is something to take it. And the list goes on.
In the culture where I grew up, ‘Fear’ was woven into the fabric of most
conversations. People would say “I’m afraid to go far from home because
my car may break down.”
They had fears of the kids getting hurt~fears of losing money ~fears of
burglars and robbers~fears of police. For farmers it was a fear of drought
and if that failed, then the fear of too much rain.
There was the fear of getting sick and at this writing, fear is being advertised and promoted more than any time in my lifetime, and possibly
more than in the history of the world. Why? Because of more ways of
communication reaching around the world fast.
My friend George Griffith who lived 99 positive years said it best.
“Pessimists are seldom disappointed”.
The first rule of success is “Think of what you want~not what you don’t
want.” Why? Because energy follows thought. It is doubtful anyone improved their health by talking about disease and doubtful anyone got
richer by talking about poverty.
People are affected by associating with other people. If you doubt this,
here is a question: “Would you have ever learned to cuss by yourself?”
When working on the farm, whether it is working in the garden, repairing a road, building a fence, moving a herd of cows or cutting a dead tree,
I create the scene in my mind for a few minutes and imagine the final
product. I get a lot of work done this way because I believe Energy Follows Thought.
Page 8
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I grew up in a world where the main topic of conversation was “who is
sick, who had bad luck and who died”. It seems people dwell on the details
of disease. I am one of the most ignorant people on the planet concerning disease. There is a reason for this, I tried hard NOT to learn. My idea
was that if my body didn’t understand a disease, maybe it wouldn’t be
able to develop a disease. So far, this philosophy seems to have worked.
If you are interested enough, there’s a video below to a talk I made for
Ozark Research Institute. Starting at 12 minutes into the talk I added a
story about building a new knee. You might be able to use this information for a variety of problems. Don’t ask me, try it and find out.
So now that you have this information, what are you going to do about
it?
Suggestions:
• Every morning when you wake up, give THANKS for what you have
and what you would like to have.
• Weed troublesome people out of your life and replace them with honest and intelligent people.
• Replace pessimists with optimists.
• Discipline yourself to think of the best thing that could happen to you
• Give THANKS for the Best Possible Outcome on any difficult situation
• Eliminate fear and self destructive thoughts and conversation
• Don’t participate in arguments~ allow the other person to continue to
be wrong.
Still hope you folks are enjoying Spring and Fall~~ depending on where
you are on the planet.
											~ Raymon
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Adventures in Healing
By Alfred Camilleri, a member of our Society, DSNSW

W

ith a little trepidation I venture into the difficult field of ‘Healing’.
An extensive field explicit with numerous techniques and populated with as many techniques as there are healers; however, in this article, I maintain my principal objective which is to present healing from
the perspective of dowsing, starting with an explanation of the diagnostic
approach followed by the consequent healing requirements.
Some people are born with a natural healing gift; others, with good teachers, and practice, can develop into talented healers. In the dowsing field
healing procedures are varied, interesting, but just as effective as nondowsing healing techniques. The power and energy of natural healers can
be formidable but variable because we are all at different levels of spiritual evolution, not all healing abilities will be similar just as not all dowsing is the same.
It is not my intention to educate or persuade in the use of different methods, if you are reading this you probably already have preferences. My
aim, over the next few pages, is to demonstrate, the symbiotic relationship between healing and dowsing systems. Dowsing can divine medical
problems which are then followed by either appropriate healing or recommendation of healers or conventional medical and/or supplements
use. It may surprise that diagnosis may not lead to healing, as such, and
that rushing into healing may not always be advisable.
I have chosen three examples to demonstrate this paradox, otherwise
constraints of editing size limit lengthy explanations. A reminder that
healers, of any persuasion, cannot ignore advances in medical science,
advice to clients should consider all possibilities. I hope to see the day
that dowsers and healers will work hand in hand with physicians assisting diagnoses, ultimately healing will be achieved by a combination of
science, healing and dowsing – we hope.
Page 10
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My wise old teacher maintained that
all healing is from the same source.
The term ‘healing’ could be used in
any context we wish to apply, however, according to the wise old man
the source is equal and same in all
cases, whatever terminology is chosen; the results will depend on a wide
range of factors, starting with the
practitioners’ abilities, ethics and sincerity but ultimately results may vary
according to the karmic line or obligations of the recipient.
Some years ago, in British Paediatric hospitals, it was observed that sick
babies’ and children’s health improved by the laying of hands of nurses
on the ill. These nurses have no prior education in healing however the
system was ethical and worked despite admissions of ignorance.
In a previous article I indicated that adoption of dowsing methods could
lead to a development of intuition and a great mastery over mind and
sensory faculties. This article continues on that path as I hope to demonstrate the potentials of healing using dowsing examples.
My dowsing experiences, especially in the medical field have been a combination of deductive diagnostic procedures coupled with the need to
recommend the appropriate practitioners, correct medication or supplement, and much more.
Example 1
We start with Alfred, a man in his 40s, who for two years had suffered
abdominal pains, so severe, hospital admittances were required several
times. Hospital visits had not provided relief or cure, invariably he was
sent home with pain killers mostly.
At this point I digress to explain my experience in dowsing diagnostic
techniques. During years spent researching and examining various types
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2021
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of anatomical dowsing charts, as well as
medical books, I was surprised to eventually discover, that charts, of any description can sometimes be a hindrance
slowing diagnoses; charts are definitely
useful where identification of a complex
area e.g. Brain, is difficult.
As dowsers we ask questions and receive
answers, thus, in the initial stages of an
investigation it can be easier to determine
the affected area simply by direct questioning.
Once narrowed to a specific area, charts could be of assistance but I
found these more useful for personal knowledge, especially if an interest
in medicine exists.
Charts are useful but the practitioner should consider that a fundamental
knowledge of anatomy is also valuable, also to a limited degree pharmacology.
A word of caution: interest and knowledge is no substitute for experience
and/or professional academic studies.
Returning to Alfred’s concerns. A full body medical chart was used. The
pendulum stopped at the Descending Colon, at which point the chart’s
work was done. Further questioning, using the pendulum, indicated that
Alfred was suffering from a chronic infected ulceration close to the sigmoid colon. Further research indicated this had the potential of developing cancer and Alfred required immediate antibiotic treatment.
Out of interest I researched the required antibiotic, not that I could administer it, Augmentin duo forte was recommended.
Whether or not conventional healing could have helped was not considPage 12
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ered as urgent as immediate medical intervention, Alfred was in much
pain. After visiting the same hospital for two years it was clear we had to
find a different hospital. In Melbourne admissions are usually dependent
on residential address, this was going to be a difficulty. Firstly, a list of all
available hospitals in and around Melbourne was prepared and dowsed,
the pendulum suggested The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
Outpatients are not given a choice of hospitals, and RMH was outside
his area, a little deception was required. We will not elaborate, sufficient
to say that Alfred was immediately accepted. After confirmation of the
initial dowsing diagnosis (to save RMH diagnostic time I suggested Alfred mention an overseas examination had indicated Sigmoid colon potential).
He was immediately placed on an Intravenous antibiotic drip, the same
as suggested by dowsing). Alfred recovered well in time, healing was made
possible by dowsing diagnosis even though healer intervention had not
occurred.
Example 2
In this next case various treatments were used to effect a cure. A lady
called Yolande, 49 years old called, she had just returned from a medical
examination and was not happy with the results. At this point I asked the
lady to not supply further information as I did not want my research to
be influenced.
Where the request is from a stranger, the only personal information I
require is name and address. Written requests, or signatures, some dowsers use a client’s witness, are not required.
The chart examination indicated problems in the urogenital area. Continuing my research revealed cancerous cells present. Yolande confirmed
the dowsing diagnostic research as correct.
Further pathology examinations had been rescheduled in 3 months, in
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2021
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case the condition receded, especially as the removal procedure is uncomfortable and painful.
Healing techniques are not difficult, but being a healer requires more
than just technical expertise. Healing ethics, in my opinion, should consider advice and promises made to clients. For example: Where a healer
has brilliant results in curing headaches care is advised in promising cures
where more serious medical problems exist (say) cancer. Thus, in Yolande’s case, whilst I intended to attempt a cure for the cancerous condition
my only comment was advising Yolande to give me time, and wait, without promises of guaranteed results, healers are not doctors!
The healing process can sometimes lead to psychic abilities manifesting,
whereby an image, mental or physical, becomes visible to the healer, who
can view or feel the condition being healed, care is required in these circumstances to cleanse oneself after a session. Yolande required many sessions, during one of these an image appeared of the cancerous condition.
The image was a motley of yellowish material reminiscent of thick orange
skin with deeper pores. Checking internet images of cancerous cervixes
showed an identical facsimile.
After several weeks the healing process terminated and I advised Yolande
the cancer, and cancerous cells, had disappeared but she was left with
widespread inflammation. About 6 weeks later she presented to the hospital and was advised cancer cells has disappeared but inflammation was
present. The hospital written report matched my diary records.
Where long term healing is required, I recommend diary records be
maintained. These help, to maintain an ongoing record of progress.
Example 3
Following on our trend providing examples of dowsing techniques leading to healing requirements, our next case is interesting, convoluted with
the added complication of spirit interference.
Page 14
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David, 37 years old, still living at home and very dependent on his mother asked for help in diagnosing a frustrating situation of, mostly, chronic
gastric and digestive disturbances. His mother was exasperated at the
huge toilet and water bills as well as expensive food costs as there was very
little David could eat without dire results. Medical specialists and various
other examinations had not helped or even assisted in a small way.
An interesting challenging case I thought; however, some background
details were important. The Father had run away with his secretary whilst
David was still young leaving the desolate boy without his dad; to compound the loss, the dad’s repeated promises of visiting never materialized.
One can imagine the emotional trauma the boy suffered.
My first observation, several years
after the father’s death, revealed the
presence of the father’s spirit, with
the son in his grasp, not uncommon for rogue spirits to take advantage of the living.
In his lifetime, the father was morbidly obese, obsessed with unhealthy foods mixed with sugary drinks.
The father was abusively using the son’s body to continue satisfying unhealthy patterns, as well as a desire to keep occupying a body, as is frequently the case with obsessing spirits. The negative effects of this abuse
David still feels today.
I commenced removal techniques and was not surprised when the father
appeared with a devilish impish grin mocking my removal attempts.
After removal I continued frequent healing to correct David’s gastric difficulties, which proved frustratingly difficult and unsuccessful; David,
unknowingly and unconsciously, was psychically blocking healing for a
condition that had become chronic. A different approach confirmed this
suspicion and revealed that David’s problems had developed over a long
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2021
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period of self-castigation and were now self-inflicted, in effect he became
the author of his own medical limitations; despite all symptoms there
was nothing wrong with David which was a bizarre discovery.
Emotional childhood trauma and the father’s obsession had left David
affected by a treatable problem he considers beyond help; his complicated dietary habits continue to this day, much to his mother’s chagrin
who still cooks even though he now lives with a partner. The unresolved
attachment pre and post father’s death created the tenacious situation he
finds himself in.
Despite an extremely uncomfortable medical condition David wants
eliminated, dowsing research and healing attempts hit a brick wall. In
fact, this has become a subconscious entrapment manifesting at a psychic
level.
Dowsers and healers should beware as this situation is not uncommon.
Despite requests for healing some clients can unconsciously resist these
attempts. 							~ Alfred
Alfred can be reached by email at : camillerialfred26@gmail.com

Exposing Our Underbellies
By Melinda Iverson Inn
Ozark Research Institute – Spring 2021

A

friend of mine sent me a wonderful photo of her napping cat lying
on its back, completely relaxed, back legs wide, toes in the air, neck
stretched out, back of head tucked against the soft blanket, one leisurely
paw reaching up and over.
It was one of those ‘settle-in-for-a-nap-while-the-universe-has-everythingPage 16
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under-control’positions - absolute trust and faith without reservation.
I thought “Wow, I would love to embody that amount of deep relaxation
while sleeping, and perhaps even carry a bit of that feeling into my everyday
waking life as well.”
Most domestic animals take advantage of the knowledge that they are
protected, and that allows them
mental safety in their moments of
complete exposure and relaxation.
You can see this in the many photos of napping dogs, cats, and wild
animals posted to the Internet.
A colleague's very healthy octogenarian father recently died from a
16-day bout with Covid-19. The email notification that he sent before
his dad's passing showed my friend as raw and vulnerable; he had reached
the point of figuratively exposing his underbelly.
This normally mild-mannered, soft-spoken, gentle empath, who was
usually healing others, was expressing a loving grief, and at that moment,
as a result, became even softer, lighter and more powerful. I also believe
he became more fully protected, which is what we empaths strive for
daily, that protection from the chaos of the collective unconscious.
What I began to realise is that our moments of grief can surprise us with
a heart-opening so large that we expose the vulnerabilities of our being.
This experience can become so vast that it encompasses us and those
around us, and in that, lies our real protection. We stop thinking for a
moment, and relax by getting out of our own way.
We may sometimes think of this as a state of being lost, but what we're
really doing is stepping away from our ego for a moment. And in that
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2021
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moment, when our hearts are consumed with love, there's no need to
think about protection; the protection comes to us and surrounds us like
a cocoon of light.
Embraced by this light-cocoon, we can express our loving compassion
for ourselves and feel the love from others without fear of defilement. For
me it's like being surrounded by a host of angelic-realm beings that want
nothing more than to beam constant love and support my way.
My angelic team actually does this all the time, but I get so wrapped up
in comparisons (as with social media), and judgment (as with the news
of the day), or fear of not having, doing, or being enough, that I can’t feel
this great loving as strongly as I'd like to.
It's unfortunate that we've had so many instances of needing to acquire
compassion and love through our collective grief this past year, and I suspect we'll have even more, possibly in larger quantities, well into 2021.
And yet I'm heartened to see how we come together with our collective
open hearts, supporting and consoling one another, and feeling the depth
of our innermost selves.
We're being forced to open our hearts on so many levels now, and to face
our potential for new levels of compassion, understanding and lovingkindness, being called to deepen our faith in the All that is the best of
mankind.
By metaphorically exposing our underbellies - trusting that we can call
forth our best possible future selves - we're creating a safer and more sacred place for all sentient beings. Our collective grief is teaching us how
to bring love and joy back into our lives through faith and trust.
Whatever your religious affiliation and whatever the stage of your grieving process, whether for your primary relationships, your health, financial situation, the state of the world, or the planet, I offer these flags.
Page 18
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May the breezes carry these sacred prayers to you and your loved ones,
adding, as my colleague did after I sent a video to him of my tiny prayer
flags, “May they represent the freedom of all Spirits no longer encumbered by
the physical body.”
I add to this with purity of intent;
“May the breezes carry these sacred prayers, sending comfort to all who are
suffering on all levels throughout time, space, and that our best possible future
selves guide us through to meet the loving beings that we already are.”
Blessings to you and yours for this beautiful, heart-opening New Year.
										~Melinda
Melinda lverson Inn, helps conscious seekers like you to get in tune with your
own intuitive wisdom to bring forth, and create harmony, balance, and,
clarity, for your health and wellbeing.
To learn more about Melinda please visit:
https://melindaiversoninn.com/
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2021
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Dowsing Forum Questionnaire
For the August 15th Meeting

T

he questionnaire below is intended to help us help you during the
forum, and to be able to prepare topics of interest and answers to
our members. Please fill it in, ticking as many topics which interest, or
apply to you, then return it to the desk before you leave the meeting, or
email it to Martine at mnegroaaa@gmail.com.
What would you like to see discussed at the forum?
Troubleshooting of any dowsing problems (i.e. inconsistent answers)
Topics of interest for future speakers and activities
For you to share an interesting personal dowsing experience with us, so
everyone can learn more. Don’t be shy we are all friends!
What is your dowsing level?
Beginner		
Sometimes		

Active

Will you share a personal story at the August forum?
Your name............................. Topic .................................
Subjects of interest to you:
Practical everyday dowsing applications
Dowsing tools
Health
Garden and environment
Relationships, changing energies
Employment/business
Finding lost items
Self and Spiritual development
Space clearing
Other, please specify ....................................................
Thank you for your participation. 		
Page 20
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Beginners & Refresher Dowsing Seminar
“Give Dowsing a whirl, it could change your life!”
Sunday July 25th, 2021
- with Tutor Maggie Lowe -

D

owsing is a means of accessing information, using a pendulum, via
your body’s own natural electro-magnetic sensitivity in answer to a
clearly defined question.
At this relaxed, hands-on, interactive, practical seminar, beginning dowsers will learn the basics of ‘what, why, how and when’ from Maggie Lowe
who is an experienced tutor.
If you are a dowser already but feel a bit ‘wobbly’, not confident in your
ability or your pendulum ‘doesn’t seem to be reliable’ these issues will be
addressed.
Dowsing is a valuable life tool which will assist you to find answers to:
• Health and other issues for family, pets and livestock. How to plan
good strategies for better health outcomes, both mainstream and complementary.
• Which foods harm or heal and how to choose those most suitable for
you.
• Whether your home affects your health.
• Work and business and community questions.
• Determining the truth of situations and how to cut through the ‘spin’
in daily life.
• Finding lost objects, people, pets and underground water.
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• Life’s path questions.
• Be more in tune with nature and save money in your gardening.
• How to use natural energies to enhance your life in ways you never
dreamed of!
Learn how to ask the right questions to produce accurate answers, participate in activities to build your dowsing confidence, learn to make and
use dowsing charts and experience other tools such as divining rods and
bobbers.
You will be shown other aspects of dowsing and the use of natural, subtle
energies... for your own investigation later. But the main aim is to learn
the basics, so you leave the Seminar as a confident dowser with a smile on
your face, your world changed forever.
Give dowsing a whirl, it could change your life!
What to bring:
Bring a pendulum, notebook, pen, drinking water, good shoes and jacket (outdoor activity).
Cost:
The Seminar cost is $120 for members and $140 for non-members. Nonmembers will have the opportunity to join the Society on the day at a
discounted price.
When:
The Seminar Registration will begin at 9:00am for a 9:30am start, on
Sunday 25th July 2021.
Where:
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill, Sydney, NSW, see
back of newsletter for directions. (Same room as our monthly meeting.)
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Title:

Dowsing Seminar
- Beginners & Refresher Dowsing Seminar with Tutor Maggie Lowe

Registration Form

State:

Postcode:

Surname:

I would like to register for the Beginners & Refresher Dowsing Seminar
on the 25th of July 2021
First name:

Address line 1:

Suburb:

Mobile:

Address line 2:

Telephone:
Email:
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or, I made a direct deposit

Cut along dotted line

Please detach this form to register

www.dowsingaustralia.com

Please do not send cash

Martine Negro
Tel : 0414 878 214
Email: mnegroaaa@gmail.com

Quote Reference: Your name+25JULY2021,
and advise Martine by email of your personal details.
Forward payment with this completed form, or email to:

Preferably make a direct deposit to:
Dowsers Society of NSW Inc. - BSB: 032298, Account #: 173532,

Cost: $120 members or $140 non members

			Enclosed is my cheque/money order for $

Library News
Book reviews:
Techniques That Work for Me- a Mini-Course in Management of Energy for Improving Your Life by Raymon Grace .
This is a 30 page manual, with a chart and lots of practical tips for everyday living. It is assumed that you have basic knowledge of dowsing.
Foreword by the author:
The purpose of this manual is to give you
the power to manage energy in such a
way as to benefit those to whom, or situations at which, you direct it. One point
to emphasize is that we do not need complete information to solve a problem.
What we do need is a willingness to do something about it. If we do
nothing, nothing will happen. If we do something, something will probably happen. One of my beliefs is that no act of kindness, regardless of
how small, is ever wasted. All things are composed of energy, including
our thoughts, and future events are composed of thoughts not yet materialized. If we combine our knowledge with that of the Spirit World, and
use it properly, we can help change the energy around us and thereby
change our future.
At the same time, we contribute to beneficial energy for the change to
better conditions on our entire planet. This is simply done using our
minds through our thoughts, and most importantly, with intent. Healing, of various kinds, is one goal of this process.
Remember, our catalogue is available online for browsing at your convenience at: https://cloud.collectorz.com/271940/books
										~Helen
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2021
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Speaker for July 18th, 2021
Paulien Gort
- How to heal intergenerational trauma -

F

amily/Systemic Constellations is a
fascinating technique developed in
Germany by Bert Hellinger, that aims to
restore the energetic balance and flow of
unconditional love within a family.
It works on a soul level and provides deep
transformational healing. We look at the
family including the ancestors as a system
that can become out of balance when certain people or events are not seen or acknowledged.
Signs of unbalance are: repeating patterns, unexplainable emotions,
carrying a burden, challenging relationships.
Paulien will explain how Family Constellations work and we will do
some systemic exercises and maybe a constellation depending on
what unfolds.
At the end of the afternoon Paulien will play Alchemy Crystal Bowls
for integration.
Paulien Gort is a Family Constellations facilitator and Sound Healer
located on the Northern Beaches. She runs regular Family Constellations workshop and Sound Baths.
www.whiteravenhealing.com.au
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services: Transport Enquiries: 131 500
1. from City Town Hall, Bus # 506 goes from Town Hall House,
Druitt St, Stand L, to Gladesville Rd, cnr of Pitt St, Hunters Hill;
2. from Circular Quay, Bus # 506 to Gladesville, corner of Ryde Road,
Hunters Hill;
3. from City Station, Central to Rozelle, Bus # 501, then # 506 to
Hunters Hill;
4. from Chatswood, Bus # 536 goes to Hunters Hill .
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm

Website address: www.dowsingaustralia.com
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2021
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